QMX is a high-opacity, wet-on-wet, versatile mixing system. The system consists of 21 total components: 19 colors plus a clear
base and a white base. That is all that’s required to mix over 1000 colors. The ink is very soft, smooth and exhibits excellent
printing characteristics, while producing a very smooth printed finish. Due to its texture and printability, higher mesh counts
may be used, resulting in soft hand finishes. QMX is designed around the PANTONE® color guide. PANTONE® is the world wide
guide for graphic artists. It is on all major software systems, i.e. Adobe® Illustrator®, Adobe® Photoshop® and Corel Draw®.
Wherever art is generated, PANTONE® colors are likely to be specified.

QMX

WOW is a high-opacity, low build-up ink line, designed specifically for wet-on-wet printing. Ideal for high-volume print jobs,
allowing for longer press runs, fewer interruptions, no screen blockage, fewer misprints and less cleaning. These are opaque
inks that produce clean, brilliant colors. Also, WOW inks are Non-Phthalate, gaining international approval from environmental
groups. New to this series are our ALLSTAR colors, a group of industry standards.

WOW

Xtra Opaque Low-Bleed inks are high-opacity, multi-purpose inks that are designed to produce extremely opaque prints, yet
are very easy to print on a manual press. The smooth, creamy consistency leaves an even, uniform print on white flash bases
and can be opaque on black without a white surface, and contain clean, bright pigments. The fast flash speed allows for shorter
dwell times and faster production output.

XOLB

SPECIALTY INKS

QCM offers a wide range of specialty inks. From our ever popular MTL Precious Metals to our Glow-inthe-dark, Gels, Adhesives and Softee inks.
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